
How to make trees happy 



Generally, a weed is a plant  
out of place. 

Weeds are plants, and they  
function just like any desirable plant. They  
need water, sunlight, and nutrition to survive. 

 A single dandelion plant can produce 15,000 
seeds in one year, and each seed is capable of 
surviving up to six years in the soil. 



 Chemical 
 Herbicide application can provide the most  

effective and time-efficient method of  
managing weeds. There are two types of chemical  
weed controls, post-emergent, and pre-emergent.  
 

 Mechanical 
 Mechanical control consists of methods that  

kill or suppress weeds through physical  
disruption. Such methods include pulling, digging, 
 disking, and plowing.  
 

 Physical 
 Putting a barrier over the soil improves weed  

control by reducing light and soil contact.  
Barriers can be organic or synthetic . Barriers  
suppress weeds, maintain soil moisture,  
and add nutrients to the soil as well (organic).  
Cover crops, either annual or perennial, 
 are an additional option. 
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Height of Walnut Trees by Weed Control Treatment 
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Source: Proceedings of the Fourth Black Walnut Symposium 
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is not 
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control! 





Exam 
Source: Missouri Ozark Professional Engineering Exam  

 
A front porch is constructed of 2x4 pine on 

24 inch centers with a field rock 

foundation.  The span is 8 feet and the 

porch length is 16 feet. The porch floor is 1 

inch rough sawn pine. 

 

   When the porch collapses, how many 

hound dogs will be killed? 

 



A pulpwood cutter has chain saw that 

operates at 2700 rpm. The density of the 

pine trees in a plot to be harvested is 470 

trees per acre. The plot is 2.3 acres in 

size.  The average tree diameter is 14 

inches. 
 

   How many Pabst Blue Ribbons will be 

consumed in cutting the trees? 
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